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Let R, and R, be algebras with 1 over a common field F, with each 
(Rj: F) > 1, and let R = R, II R, denote the coproduct (often called the free 
product) of R, and R, over F. It is easy to show that R is always prime; in 
fact R is primitive in case at least one of (Ri: F) > 2 171. On the other hand, 
when (Ri: F) = 2, i= 1,2, it is clear from [ 1, p. 261 that R is prime PI but 
never primitive. If R, and R, are domains then we have Cohn’s result [2 i 
that R is again a domain. 
In studying certain automorphisms of a prime ring R one is led in a 
natural way to the normal closure of R, and we now briefly recall the 
meaning of this notion. If R, is the left quotient ring of R relative to the 
filter F of all nonzero two-sided ideals of R, the set N* of all units u of R-,- 
such that uwlRu = R is called the set of normalizing elements [ 10, p. 5 ]. The 
automorphisms thus induced on R are just the X-inner automorphisms of 
Kharchenko [IO, p. 31. The subring RN of R generated by R and 
N = N* U (0) is called the normal closure of R. An important subset of N is 
the center C of R-, (called the extended center of R); it is known that C is a 
field. 
We now return to the coproduct R = R, II R, , where R L and R2 are 
arbitrary F-algebras. It is known in this situation that if at least one of 
(Ri: F) > 2, then C = F [8]; when both (R,: F) = 2, then C =F(tj G R [ 1 j. 
Now fix F-bases {xii u 1 for R, and ( ~7~) u 1 for R2 and call the various 
products of alternating xI(s and -yj’s basis monomials. The degree of a basis 
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monomial is simply the total number of x/s and yis in it, and accordingly 
we define the degree of an arbitrary element f E R to be the degree of the 
highest degree basis monomial appearing in f: An automorphism (T of R is 
said to be of bounded degree if there exists an integer m such that for all 
z E R, U R,, deg(z”) < m. Following Cohn [2] we say that a monomial unit 
of R is a unit which can be expressed as a product of units in the individual 
rings R, and R,, and we denote the set of monomial units by M(R). 
In this article we are primarily concerned with the situation where R, and 
R, (and hence R) are domains, and, with this assumption, our main results 
(briefly stated) are as follows. 
THEOREM 4. Any bounded automorphism of R is equivalent (via an 
inner automorphism) to an automorphism o such that Ry = R, and R; = R, , 
A#p. 
An interesting example of a coproduct R, II R, for which all 
automorphisms are bounded (and thus are described by Theorem 4) occurs 
when R, and RI are both division rings (Corollary 3C). 
THEOREM 5. If some (Rt, F) > 2, then N*(R) = M(R) (hence R is its 
own normal closure and every X-inner automorphism of R is inner). 
As a consequence of Theorem 5 we show that for the group algebra I;[G] 
of a free group G, N* is just the group generated by F* and G (Corollary 
5D). 
THEOREM 6. If (Ri: F) = 2, i= 1,2, then the order of the group 
N*(R)/M(R)C is 1,2, or 4 (and only equal to 1 when R, and Rz are 
nonisomorphic inseparable algebras). 
These results will be proved in Sections 2, 3, and 4, respectively, after we 
develop the necessary machinery in Section 1. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we first mention some additional properties of the normal 
closure of a prime ring discussed. in the introduction. The set N may 
equivalently be described as the set {x E R,I XR = Rx}. A key property of 
RN is that for any 0 # x E RN there exists an ideal Jf 0 of R such that 
0 # Jx E R and 0 # xJ~ R. In case R is a domain, then RN is again a 
domain [lo]. Besides containing C *, the multiplicative group of the field C, 
N* also contains the set I = (x E R ] XR = Rx, x # 0} of invariant elements 
of R [3, p. 1151. In turn I contains the group U(R) of units of R. It is clear 
that U is a normal subgroup of N*. 
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Henceforth in this article R = R, II R, will denote the coproduct of 
algebras R1 and R,. For a while we do not need to assume that R, and R, 
are domains. As in the introduction we fix an F-basis {zi} U { 1) for R , and 
an F-basis {yj)U (1) for R2. We let R,=CiFxi and R2=xjFyj an_d note 
that for all a, bE R, there is a unique yEF such that ab - y E R,, . The 
various finite products of alternating xI)s and y;s will be called basis 
monomials. It is clear that the set {Mk} of all basis monomials together with 
1 is an F-basis of R. If we write f = a + C pkMk then the support off 
(necessarily finite) consists of all Mk’s for which ,& # 0. The degree of a 
basis monomial is the total number of x/s and yis in it and the degree (or 
height) of an element fe R is the degree of the basis monomial of highest 
degree appearing in J: We let S” denote the subspace spanned by the basis 
monomials of degree IZ (with So = F). As a further efinement we let S: 
(respectively, Sz iSn, J”) stand for the subspace spanned by the basis 
monomials of degree n which end in an xi (respectively, end in a J>, begin 
with an xi, begin with a yj). Clearly S” = ST @ ST = ,S” @ $3*. Foe 
emphasis we may sometimes write Jz; necessarily /1=,u if n is odd and 
L #p if n is even. Every element fE R may be written uniquely asf= x:k /k 
(finite sum) where fk E Sk is called the Sk-component ofJ: If further we write 
f, =f !kJ + f :“’ E S: @ S; then we call f!:’ the S:-component of f: In a 
similar fashion we speak of the ,Sk-component ofJ Iffhas degree n then we 
shall denote the P-component off by r If fE S; (respectively, .1S”, JISzj 
then f is called right L-pure (respectively, left L-pure, (;1? p)-pure). If for some 
1, f is right L-pure of degree n and g is left L-pure of degree m then it is clear 
that deg(fg) ,< n + m - 1, and in this case we say (fi g) is an interacting pair 
(or that f interacts with g). In all other cases it is clear that deg(&) = degf+ 
de 5. 
THEOREM 1. Let fi, fi ,..., f, be independent elements in S:, let g,, gz ,..., 
g, E rrSqr A # ,a, such that Cy=, fi gi = 0. Then gi = 0, i = 1, 2,.... n. 
ProoJ: We write h = Cj”= I aijMj, i = 1, 2,..., n (necessarily n < m)* note 
that O=C~=,~gi=Cjm=,Mj[C~=‘= aijgi]. It follows that CyX 1 ai,jgi = 0, 
j = 1, 2,..., m. The n x m matrix A = (aij) is of rank n since the fi’s are 
independent. We may then pick an m x n matrix B such that AB = I,. We 
set G= [ gl,gz,..., g ], note that GA = 0, and conclude that G = GI, = 
GAB = 0, whence each gi = 0. 
COROLLARY 1A. If f, g, = fi g,, where & f 0 E S:, gi # 0 E Jp, A# ,u, 
then there exists a E F such that fi = afl and g, = ag2. 
If {ai] and {bj} are any two subsets of R then we shall refer to the set of 
all monomials in the ats and bj’s, in which the ats and bj’s alternate, as the 
alternating monomials in the ats and bj’s; the basis monomials are just a 
special case. 
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COROLLARY 1B. Let {a,} be an independent subset of SP,, p odd, and let 
{bj} be an independent subset of Sz, q odd, A# ,a. Then the alternating 
monomials in the ais and bj’s are independent. 
ProoJ: If not, we pick a dependency of least “degree” in the a:s and bj’s. 
Since the a,‘s and the bj’s do not interact, by homogeneity we may assume 
without loss of generality hat the dependency involves monomials, say, of 
the form ai,bjlai, ... aikbjk, k fixed (the (A, J,), (u, A), and C&p) cases may be 
similarly handled). Furthermore, by relabeling the a’s involved as a,, 
a2 ,..., a,,and b’s as b,, b, ,..., b , we may list he monomials involved in 
lexicographic order. The dependency may then be written as 
ai,g,+ai,g,+~~~+ai,g,=O, i, < i2 c a.. c i,, 
where gj = C y, bj, a,2 . . . E $?“’ for appropriate m. By Theorem 1 each 
gj = 0, which is a dependency of lower “degree,” whence the result follows 
by induction. 
One may regard R as a right R,-module in which case it is easy to see 
that the set of all right p-pure basis monomials together with 1 is an R,-basis 
for R. Iff is a right I-pure element of R of degree n then we may write 
I k 
(1) 
where the Vi are distinct right p-pure monomials of degree n - 1, W, are 
distinct right p-pure monomials of degree n - 2, etc., D #A, and some 
ai # 0 E KA. A similar framework, of course, holds when R is regarded as a 
left R,,-module, inwhich case an element g of R would be written 
g = c bj Vj + c d,X, + ... 
j d 
(2) 
For f (z, A)-pure of degree n and g@, p)-pure of degree m we then have (using 
representations (1)and (2)) 
fg = h, t h, + h, + h,, 
h, = c Ui(a,bj - aij) Vj E SSE+m-‘, aibj-aijEEJi, 
i,j (3) 
h, = C Ui(aid, -Pi,) Xi E Jzfrn-‘, p#~,aidl-Pil~~~~ 
i,l 
h, =C Wk(Ckbj-Ykj) Vj E USz’m-2, V#t,Ckbj-yuEEA 
k,j 
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and 
deg h, < n $ m - 3. 
Of course, obvious adjustments are to be made when f and g are of very 
small degree. 
It is now time to impose the condition, which we shall assume henceforth 
throughout this article, that R, and R, (and hence R) are domains. 
THEOREM 2. Let f be (7, A)-pure of degree n > 1 and let g be (A, u)-pure 
of degree m > 1. Let a, be the leading coefficient i  some representation (1) 
of J Then deg( fg) < n + m - 1 and 
(9 If ~~@k) = n + m - 1, then fg is (r,,u)-pure. 
(ii) If deg( fg) < n + m - 2, then a, is a unit of R,I and, for a = a; ‘> 
deg(fa) = n - 1 with fa not right L-pure and deg(a- ‘g) = m - I with a- ‘g 
not left A-pure. 
(iii) If deg( fg) < n + m - 3 then 
and 
a-‘g=CpjVj+C6,Xi+Z, pi # 0, 6, E F, deg Z < m - 2. 
Proof: To see (i) one notes in (3) that h, # 0. In (ii) we have hi = 0 
whence, by Corollary 1 A, a,bj - aij = 0 for each i, j, or, a,bj = auk 
Furthermore for each i,j aij # 0 (since R,% is a domain); i.e., ai(a,j’bj) = I
for all i,j. Setting a = a;’ we have a,= aiaV1” ai # 0 E F, for all i. Thus 
.fa=(CUia,+...) a=(CaiUia-‘+...) a=zaiUi+..a which is of 
degree n - 1 and not right d-pure. Similarly we see that a -‘g is of degree m 
and not left I-pure. In (iii) we have furthermore that h, = 0 and h, = 0 and 
so we may conclude that aid, = Pi, E F for all i, 1 and ck bj = ykj E F for all 
k, j. Since bj = pja from (ii), we may write ck = ykipj ‘a - ’ = y,a ~- ’ and so 
f=CiaiUia-‘+CykW,a-‘+... from which the desired conclusion 
easily follows. The result for a-‘g is reached in a similar fashion, and so the 
proof is complete. 
We remark that Theorem 2(ii) has been earlier proved by Cohn [2, 
Theorem 2.21; part (iii) is just a technical amplification eeded in Section 2. 
COROLLARY 2A (Cohn, [2, p. 379, Corollary]). Every unit of R is a 
monomial unit. 
Proox Let u be a unit of minimal degree which is not a monomial unit. 
Then UD = 1 with deg u > 1 and deg z, 2 1. Since deg(uv) = 0 we see that for 
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some 1, u is right d-pure and u is left L-pure. By Theorem 2(ii) there exists a 
unit a E R, such that deg(ua) = deg u - 1. This makes ua a monomial unit, 
whence u itself is a monomial unit, which is a contradiction. 
The following specialized result will be needed in the proof of Theorem 3 
and is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2(iii). We state it as 
COROLLARY 2B. Let f be (d, A)-pure of (necessarily odd) degree n > 1, 
let a, be the leading coefficient in some representation (1) off, and let g be 
(A, I)-pure of (necessarily odd) degree m > 1. If deg(fg) < n + m - 3 then a, 
is a unit in R, and, for a = a;‘, deg(a-‘fa) < n - 1 and deg(a-‘ga) < 
m- 1. 
COROLLARY 2C. For f, g E R, deg f < deg( fg) + deg g. 
ProoJ The proof is by induction on m = deg g. For m = 0, i.e., 
g = a E F, the result is clear. Now set n = degJ If deg( fg) > n + m - 1 the 
result is clear since m > 1. Therefore we may assume that deg(.fg) <
12 + m - 2. Without loss of generality (using m > 1) we may assume that 
deg(fg) < IZ - 2. Thus, by Theorem 2(ii), f is right L-pure, g is left L-pure, 
and there is a unit a E R, such that deg(fu) = 12 - 1 and deg(a-‘g) = m - 1. 
By induction deg(fu) < deg[(fa)(a-‘gj] + deg(a-‘g), that is, n - 1 < 
deg( fg) + m - 1, whence n < deg( fg) + m. 
2. BOUNDED AUTOMORPHISMS 
A subring S of R is said to be bounded if there exists an integer n such 
that for all f E S we have degf < n. The least such upper bound is called the 
degree of S. For example, any subring of R,{ is bounded. Two subrings S 
and T are said to be conjugate (via u) if there exists a unit u (necessarily a 
monomial unit by Corollary 2A) such that z.-iSu = T. Clearly any 
conjugate of a bounded subring is also bounded. 
THEOREM 3. Any bounded subring S is conjugate to a subring of R, for 
some I. 
Proof. Without loss of generality n = deg S 2 1. We fix an element f of S 
of maximum degree n and note that f is (1, A)-pure for some A, since 
otherwise we have the contradiction deg f2 > deg f. Next let g be any element 
of S of degree >l. If g is not also (1, A)-pure then either deg(fg) or deg(gf) 
exceeds degf, a contradiction. Hence all elements of S of positive degree are 
(1, J.)-pure. Ifn = 1 then we already have S G R,l. Thus we may assume that 
n > 1, and, since n is necessarily odd, we have n > 3. Now let g be any 
element of S of maximum degree n. From deg(fg) < n < 2n - 3 (since 
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n > 3) Corollary 2B may be invoked to yield a unit a in R,$ (independent of 
g since a=al -’ where f= Cy=r U,a, + ...) such that a-‘ga has degree , 
<n - 1. Now let g be any element of S such that 0 < deg g < n. Necessarily 
deg g < n - 2 (since deg g is odd). Then deg(ga) < n - 2 since g is (1, 1.). 
pure and thus deg(a-‘ga) < n - 1. We have therefore shown that 
deg(a- ‘Sa) < n and so by induction there exists a monomial unit u in R 
such that u ~ ‘Su c R, , for some A. 
COROLLARY 3A. Let S be a subring of R such that every eiement of S 
generates a bounded subring. Then S is bounded. 
ProoJ If S G F we are done, and so we may pick a E S, a 6C F. B] 
Theorem 3, a is contained in a conjugate of R, for some /1. Replacing S by a 
conjugate we may therefore assume that for some a E S. a 6Z F, we have 
a E R,l. We claim that S L R,l. 
If not, choose b E S, b @ R,? of least degree. Since b E S we have by 
Theorem 3 that b = u -’ du, where d E R, and u is monomial unit. If u = 1. 
then b E R, and p # A. Otherwise we write u = u, u2 e.. u,, where the ui)s are 
nonscalar units alternately from R, and RZ. We may assume U, @ R,, for 
otherwise, replace d by U; ’ du, . Thus the degree of b is 2n + 1. We may 
also assume that U, E R,, 1’ # 1. For if U, E R,, 6, = u, bu;’ has degree 
2r: - 1, and, replacing S, a, and b by u,,Su;‘, a, = u,au;‘, and b,, we 
would obtain b, E R,l by induction on n. But then b E R.,, a contradiction. 
Thus in any case b is (17, y)-pure, y# il. 
But now, since a E R,, , ab E S is (A, y)-pure, il # y. Clearly the degrees of 
the powers .of ab are unbounded, a contradiction to the fact that ab generates 
a bounded subring. Thus S c R, and so is bounded. 
As an application of Corollary 3A we have 
COROLLARY 3B. If D is a subalgebra of R +rlhich is a division ring, thert 
D is bounded. 
Proof. If D is not bounded then by Corollary 3A there exist elements of 
D which do not generate bounded subrings. All conjugates of D, of course. 
share this same property. Among all conjugates of D choose a conjugate E 
which contains an element a of smallest degree which does not generate a 
bounded subring (necessarily a @ F). Since E is a division ring a is a 
(monomial) unit and so may be written a = u1 u2 am+ u,, where the ui)s are 
nonscalar units alternately from R i and R z. We note that deg a = n and also 
that n > 1. If n is odd then for some A, U, and U, lie in R., and so 
a, = u;‘au, = u2u3 ... (u,ur) has degree n- 1. Thus a, E u;‘Eu, would 
generate a bounded subring, and therefore so would a, a contradiction. Ifn is 
even then a is (d, ,u)-pure for some /1# ,u, whence a -I is (IL, L j-pure and is 
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also of degree n. A contradiction is then reached since b = a + a -’ E E is 
also a (monomial) unit V, vz ... v, but is not (y, p)-pure. 
We come now to the main purpose of this article namely, to characterize 
certain classes of automorphisms of R. The inner automorphisms of R, 
Inn R, are, in view of Corollary 2A, just those induced by the monomial 
units of R. Two automorphisms ~7 and r of R are called equivalent if t = (TIN, 
where I, is the inner automorphism induced by the unit u. We are 
particularly interested in automorphisms cr of R which are bounded in the 
sense that there exists an integer m such that deg(z”) < m for all 
z E R, U Rz. It is clear that any automorphism equivalent to a bounded 
automorphism is again bounded. 
With the aid of Corollary 3B we may describe at least one situation in 
which all automorphisms of R are bounded. 
COROLLARY 3C. If both R, and R, are division rings then every 
D E Aut(R) is bounded. 
ProoJ Ry, i = 1,2, are division rings and so are bounded by Corollary 
3B. 
Note that Corollary 3C includes the situation in which R, and R, are both 
algebraic algebras (since they are domains) and in particular the case when 
both R, and R, are finite dimensional. 
It is easy to give examples of unbounded automorphisms; for example, if 
R = F[x] LI F[y] = F(x, y), x + x + y, y + JJ is an unbounded automorphism. 
We now aim toward characterizing the bounded automorphisms of R. 
Two obvious examples of bounded automorphisms are as follows: 
(1) Induced automorphism: u is the extension to R of automorphisms 
ui of Ri, i= 1,2. 
(2) Exchange automorphism: o is the extension to R of isomorphisms 
012. -R,+R,,azL:R,+R,. 
THEOREM 4. Every bounded automorphism o of R is equivalent o an 
induced or exchange automorphism. Moreover, no induced or exchange 
automorphism o is inner unless o = 1. 
ProoJ Since Ry is a bounded subring of R we may assume without loss 
of generality, by Theorem 3, that Ry G R,, for some il. Again by Theorem 3 
we have R; G u-‘R,u for some p and some monomial unit u. 
IfufZ~wewriteu=u,u,~~~u,, where the uI’s are nonscalar units alter- 
nately from R, and R,. Furthermore, we may assume ur @ R, (otherwise u, 
could be omitted in view of u; lR, u1 = RJ and u, 6? R,l (otherwise cr could 
be replaced by aI,,,, without disturbing Ry G R,). 
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We consider the set of all basis monomials {ML} and claim that 1 U {AI; 1 
is an independent set. Indeed, we write X: = a, E R,\ and-j?: = UC ibju, 
bj E RR,. It is easy to check that {q} is an independent set in R, = S,\. Also, 
writing bj = bj +pj and noting that u-‘6,~ = u-‘bju + pi, we see that 
{u-‘bju) is an independent set, whence (bj} and hence {u-’ bj u } = ju-‘b,iu \ 
is an independent subset of Sznf’ T , r z A. By Corollary 1B the set of alter- 
nating monomials in {a,) and {u-‘b,u }, together with I, which simply is the 
set {ME} U 1, is an independent set and our claim is established. - 
Now pick any z # 0 E R, , p # A, and write z =f”, wheref= y + C y,Jl&,, 
{Mk} the basis monomials. Therefore z = y + C ykMr. We remark that if 
( gk] is any subset of R such that (gk ) is independent, then {g, 1 is 
independent and deg(7 3k uk gk) = max,(deg gk). We apply this observation to 
the set {Mz} U 1 since we have established in the preceding paragraph that 
(Mz} U 1 is an independent set. Thus deg z = maxk{deg(M;)}. Let it4 be a 
monomial in the support off which has a maximum number of -vj’s in it. If 
I = 0, then f E R, and z =f” E R., ,a contradiction. IfI > 1, then deg(M”) > 
2nZ > 2, since we are assuming that YI > 1. It follows that deg z > 2, a - 
contradiction to z belong to R, . 
We are left with the situation that u E F, that is, RT c R,, and so J z ,u. 
By extending F-bases of the subrings Ry and RT to R, and R,, respectively, 
and using alternating monomials in these bases as an F-basis for R we 
finally obtain the equalities Ry = R,% and R; = R, . 
Finally, suppose cr # 1 is an induced or exchange automorphism induced, 
say, by a monomial unit U= uIuz ... u,, 12 > 1. Then u-‘R,u= R., and 
U-‘R,u=R,, /1 #p. An easy degree argument then forces the untenable 
situation that ui C$ R, and u, @R?, and so o= I. 
COROLLARY 4A. Let G be the group of all bounded automorphisms of R 
and let B be the group of induced and exchange automorphisms of R. Then 
(1) C z Inn(R) >a B (semidirect product), 
(2) Bz(Aut,(R,)xAut,(RJ)XZ;, where n=O if R,&R? and 
n = 1 if R 1 z R, (in which case Z? = (r>, w h ere 7 is some fixed exchange 
automorphism such that r’ = 1). 
ProoJ Inn(R) n B = (1) by the theorem, and Inn(R) u Aut(R) always. 
3. THE NORMAL CLOSURE 
In this section we apply the results of the preceding section in proving that 
N*(R) = M(R) in case at least one of (R + F) > 2. However, we do not yet 
need to make this additional assumption. Thus we let s EN*, and let J be 
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the ideal of R such that Js G R and SJL R. We let 0 denote the X-inner 
automorphism of R induced by s:p = s-‘fs for all f E R. Picking any 
a#OEJwesetb=saER,c=as=b”ERandnotethat 
aJb = b”foa, fER. (4) 
LEMMA 1. a is bounded. 
Proo$ We choose a # 0 E J of minimal degree and note that either a E F 
or a is irreducible in the sense (see [3, p. 3771) that it is neither left nor right 
associated by a monomial unit to an element of smaller degree. Indeed, if, 
say, a is right reducible then a’ = au E J, u E M(R), with deg a’ < deg a, a 
contradiction to the minimality of deg a. It then follows by Theorem 2(ii) 
that deg(gu) > deg g + deg a - 1 and deg(ug) > deg g + deg a - 1 for any 
g # 0 E R. In particular we have 
deg(f”u) > deg(f”) + deg a - 1 
for every f # 0 E R. We then apply Corollary 2C to (4) to obtain 
(5) 
deg(f”a) < deg(b”f”u) + deg b” = deg(afb) + deg 6” 
< deg a + deg f + deg b + deg b”. (6) 
Combining (5) and (6) we see that 
degf”<degf+d, (7) 
where d = deg b + deg b” + 1 is independent of J: By taking f E R, and 
f E R,, respectively, one sees from (7) that u is bounded. 
Since (T is bounded we may assume without loss of generality that 
RT = R, and Ry = R, , A# ,u. It follows easily from this that deg f = deg f a 
for all f E R. 
We now make the assumption that for the remainder of this section at 
least one of (Ri: F) > 2, let us say, (R 1: F) > 2. We rechoose a in (4) to be 
(1, l)-pure-multiplication of any nonzero element of J on the left and right 
by appropriate xts and yis assures this can be done. In (4) we set n = deg a 
(necessarily odd) and m = deg b = deg b”. 
LEMMA 2. (a) n = m, 
(b) $’ = pj.t> and ,u: = aixi (thus Ry = Rj, i = 1, 2), 
(c) b and b” are (1, 1 )-pure. 
ProojI We pick r such that the .S”-component b, of b is nonzero (a 
priori one might pick either z = 1 or r = 2). We next pick f = yjxi yj ... z to 
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be a basis monomial of degree k > n - m, where z = J> if r = 1 and z = xi if 
r = 2. It is then clear that 
afb = @j.xiyj ..~ zb,. (8) 
Now let c,, be the S%component of b” where p i ,U (a priori c0 might be 0). 
By a simple degree argument it is clear that 
afb=b”fa=c,yp$‘y,? .-.~“a. (9) 
Suppose n > m. Comparison of the nth position from the right in (8) and (9) 
shows that every monomial in the support of 3 must begin with xi. Since 
(R i: F) > 2 the same argument shows that G must begin with xk, k + i, a 
contradiction. If n < m, a similar argument (compare the nth position from 
the left in (8) and (9)) shows that a must end in both xi and sk, i # k, again 
a contradiction. We therefore conclude that n = WE. Now comparison of the 
n + 1 st and n + 2nd position, respectively, of (8) and (9) shows that 
J? =Pjyj and z = yi<i, ,fIj, aiE F. It also follows that z = xi and r must 
equal 1 and thus b, = b and b is (1, I)-pure. From RP= Ri, i= 1, 2> it then 
follows that 6” is also (1, 1)-pure. 
LEMMA4 3. (a) b = anti and F = da; 
(b) xp = axi, where a = 6~~’ (a constant), j’j” = &, where /I = a-‘, 
cc> a0 = ati. 
ProoJ: In view of Lemma 2 we have 
6yjb = Pjb”yjC (10) 
with 5, b, F each (1, I)-pure of degree n. A double application of Corollary 
IA to (10) yields b = 1x7 and b” = 2% for some 1’. 6 E F. It foI!ows 
immediately that pj = $ ’ = p for all j. Next from the equation 
iiyjxiyjF= b”y;x~y; a 
we have 
piyjxiyja= Gp2a,Eyjxiyja 
whence 7 = @‘ai, or, ai = p-’ = a = ?$‘. Finally, from 
we have 
whence 2 = a&. 
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LEMMA 4. a*=l. 
ProoJ It suffices to show that cr* = 1 on Ri, i = 1,2, and, since we will 
not be using here the extra condition (R,: E;) > 2, we may without loss of 
generality show that o* = 1 on R,. We fix xi and consider two cases. First 
suppose xf = &xi + pi; i.e., F[xi] is a two dimensional field extension of F. 
Then by Galois Theory cr* = 1 on F[xi] and in particular o* = 1 on xi. Next 
we suppose xf = 2 A,x, + p, where I, # 0 for some k # i. Writing 
x; = axk + sk (from Lemma 3(b)) we compute (xf)” = (x;)’ in two different 
ways: 
(xf)O = p 1,x, + q 
k k k 
(11) 
and 
(<x;)* = (cfXi + Ei)2 = u*x; + 2crEiXi + E: 
= Jy &,x, + 2”&,Xi + [a’p + $1. (12) 
Choosing k # i for which 1, # 0, we see from comparison of (11) and (12) 
that A,a= a*A, and so a= 1. Comparison of (11) and (12) again then 
shows that 2si = 0. Therefore xp’ = (xi + si)O = xi + 2si = xi and the proof is 
complete. 
From Lemma 4 it follows easily that a’ = 1 (see Lemma 3(b)) and 
s’ = A E C, the extended center of R. But it is known [8] that C = F and so 
s’ = A E F. We now note that 
byjb = sayjb = sb”yj”a = sasyj”a = s’aayya = laOyTa 
whence 
byjb=daOyjoE. (13) 
From (13) we see in view of Lemma 3 that 
y*iiy$ = kq3tiyja = nayja. (14) 
One concludes from (14) that 17’ = /z = s* and hence s = fy E F. We have 
thereby completed the proof of 
THEOREM 5. Let R 1 and R, be domains with 1 ouer a common field F, 
with (Ri: F) > 1, i= 1, 2, and some (Ri: F) > 2? and let R = R, LI R,. Then 
N*(R) coincides with the group M(R) of monomial units of R. (Hence 
M = U = I = N* and R is its own normal closure.) 
Theorems 4 and 5 together yield immediately 
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COROLLARY 5A. No induced or exchange automorphism is X-inner 
unless 0 = 1. 
COROLLARY 5B. Let {R, / a E A, (Ra: F) > I, /A 1 > 1) be a collection f
domains with 1 over a common field F, and let R = u, R denote the 
coproduct of the R,‘s over F. If either IAl > 2 or some (R,: F) > 2 then 
N*(R) = M(R). 
Proof. We may assume IA ] > 2 and so may write R = R, I.I S, where R, 
is one of the R,‘s and S = urrzO R, and (S: F) > 2. Then by Theorem 5 
any element of N* is a product of units of R, and units of S. But any unit of 
S, together with its inverse, involves only a finite number of the R,‘s and so 
lies in uy= r Ri. A simple induction shows that Corollary 2A easily extends 
to a finite number of domains and so we see than any unit in u y=, R i is a 
monomial unit. This completes the proof. 
An important special case of a coproduct of domains is the familiar free 
noncommutative algebra F(X) in indeterminates X = (xn / a E A}, since 
F(X) = U, fP,l. 
COROLLARY 5C (proved independently by Kharchenko [6]). The /ree 
algebra F(X) has no nontrivial X-inner automorphisms 
For IAl < 2 the automorphisms of F(X) have been determined [4], but for 
/Al > 2 this problem is still open. The foregoing corollary provides some 
modest help in that it says that certain automorphisms, namely, the X-inner 
ones, can always be ruled out. 
COROLLARY 5D. (Montgomery and Passman [ 1 I ]). Let R be fhe group 
algebra FIG], where G is the free group generated 611 (g, / a E A, IA / > 1.1~ 
Then N* is the group generated by F* and G. 
The proof follows from the observation that FIG] 2 u, F(g,) and the 
units of F(g, j are just the group generated by F” and g,. 
The referee has pointed out that Corollaries 5C and 5D could be proved 
using results in the literature. Namely, both F(X) and FIG], for G as in 5D. 
are known to be (right) firs which are not principal right ideal domains (this 
is stated by Wong in [ 141, although he says it is due in essence to P. M. 
Cohn). Now say that A is a right fir which is not a PID, and say s E N*(A). 
Using arguments of Bergman and Lewin [ 13j, one can show that there exist 
invariant elements a, b E A such that sa = b # 0. But Bergman and Cohn in 
[ 121 have shown that the only invariant elements in R are units. Thus 
N*(A) = U(A). 
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4. QUADRATIC EXTENSIONS 
In this last section we describe N*(R), and the X-inner automorphisms of 
R, for the case not covered by Theorem 5; that is (Ri: F) = 2, i = 1,2. In this 
case, as we shall see, there can exist automorphisms which are X-inner but 
not inner. 
Since the Ri are two-dimensional domains over F, they are fields. 
Moreover, every o E Aut(R) is bounded. Thus by Corollary 4A, Aut(R) 2 
Inn(R) >a B, where B is the group of induced and exchange automorphisms 
of R. It follows that to determine which (T E Aut(R) could be X-inner but not 
inner, it sufftces to consider an induced or exchange automorphism (T # 1. 
Note 0 cannot be inner by Theorem 4. 
We fix our notation as follows: 
Let R, have F-basis { 1, x} and let x have minimum polynomial p(X) = 
X2 - yX- u, where I’, a E F. Since y-x is the other root of p(X), 
Aut,(R,) = (a,), where Y’l = y - x, of = 1. 
Similarly, let Ii2 have F-basis { 1,~‘) and let y have minimum polynomial 
q(X) =X’ - 8X-/?, 6, ,R E F. Since 6 --y is the other root of q(X), 
Aut,(R2) = (cJ~), where y”’ = 6 - y, 0: = 1. 
Fundamental in our analysis is the following result, due to Bergman [ 11: 
Let R = R i II R 2, with the notation for R i as above. Then 
(1) the center of R is Z = F[t], polynomials in t = xy + yx - ~JJ - 8x, 
(2) R is a finite Z-module, generated by { 1, x, y, xl>}, 
(3) RZ-’ = D is a division algebra, four dimensional over its center 
C = F(t). 
We first consider induced automorphisms, that is, autormorphisms in 
((TJ x (cr,) = Aut(R,) x Aut(R,). 
Case I(a). The automorphism (T = (a,, (TV) is X-inner, induced by 
s = XJ - JJ~ E N*(R), and (T is inner only if both Ri are inseparable (in which 
case sEZ and (T= 1). 
ProoJ It is clear that if both Ri are inseparable, then cri = o2 = 0 = 1, 
and since y = 6 = 0, char. F = 2, s = XJ~ + yx = t E Z. We may therefore 
assume that at least one Ri is separable over F, say, R, . Then u, # 1, and so 
of 1. 
We claim that s = xq’ -yx induces u. For 
and 
s(6 - y) = (xy - yx)(6 - y) = c3xy - 6yx - x(f3y + p) + yxy 
= -6yx - px + JJXJ’ = ys. 
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Thus s-‘ys=&y=y”. A similar computation shows that s- ‘XS = xU. 
Thus CJ is X-inner. As remarked earlier, (T is not inner, by Theorem 4: as it is 
an induced automorphism. 
&se I(b). If both Ri are separable, the automorphisms ,D, = (oI, 1) and 
,!L? = (I, oz) are X-outer. 
(Note that if R, is inseparable, ,u? = 1, ,~i = cr. and we are back in Case 
I(a); similarly if R, is inseparable). 
ProoJ: Assuming both Ri are separable, we may choose the polynomials 
p(X) and q(X) so that y # 0 and 6 # 0. Now if pi, i = I, 2, were X-inner, it 
would fix the center Z of R. We show that pul does not fix Z (a similar 




Clearly tP1 # t, as 6y # 0. Thus p, is X-outer. 
We now consider exchange automorphisms. For this case to occur, of 
course, we must have R, z Ii,. We may therefore choose the polynomials 
p(X) and 4(X,) so that y = 6 and a = /3. 
Case II(a). The automorphism t: R, + R2 determined by X= =y and 
y’ =x is always X-inner and not inner; it is induced by the element 
r=x+?,-1’. 
Proof. Clearly r # 1; thus by Theorem 4 it is not inner, being an 
exchange automorphism. It now suffices to show that r is induced by r: 
and 
xr = x(x + y - y) = (J.-Y + a) + xy - yy = xy + a = ry. 
Thus x* = r-‘xr = y. Similarly, yU = r-‘yr = X, and r is X-inner. 
We remark here that rs = --sr. 
Case II(b). Any other automorphism v: R, --) R, is a product of T with D 
or pi ; ru = or is always X-inner, and when both R i are separable (so that the 
,ui are new automorphisms), both r1 = rp, = ,uu, r and E’~ = ,u, r= r,u, are X- 
outer. 
We are now able to give a complete description of Aut(R) for the 
quadratic case. As noted at the beginning of this section, Aut(R) z 
Inn(R) >a B. 
481/82/l-2 
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Since Inn(R) z U(R)/F*, it suffices to describe the group B of induced 
and exchange automorphisms. There are five possibilities for the group B, as 
foilows: 
I. The case R, *RI. 
(a) Both Ri are inseparable. Then B = (1). 
(b) &re Ri (say, R,) is separable. Then ,u, = c, so B = (a) E Z?, 
where (T is X-inner. 
(c) Both Ri are separable. Then B = (a, p,) z Z2 x Zz, where cr is 
X-inner and ,~i is X-outer. 
II. The case R, z R7. 
(a) Both Ri are inseparable. Then B = (r) z Zz, and r is X-inner. 
(b) Both Ri are separable. Then B = (a,t.t,, z) s (Pz X Zz) >a Zz, 
where u and r are X-inner and ,u, is X-outer. Moreover, B z D,, the dihedral 
group of order 8. (That B E D, follows from the fact that B is non-abelian 
and by counting the elements of order 2 in B). 
Our last main result follows immediately. 
THEOREM 6. Let (Ri: F) = 2, i = 1,2. Then 
(1) IfR, & Rz and both Ri are inseparable, then N*(R) = M(R) C*. 
(2) If R, &R, and at least one Ri is separable, then N*(R) = 
(xy -y’x)M(R) C” and N*(R)/M(R)C* E Zz. 
(3) IfR, z Rz and both Ri are inseparable, then N*(R) = (x + y - y) 
M(R) C* and N*(R)/M(R) C* z Z,. 
(4) If R, z Rz and both Ri are separable, then N*(R) = (x-v - yx, 
x + y - 1~) M(R) C* and N*(R)/M(R) C* E Z, x Zz. 
In particular, the group N*(R)/M(R) C* has order 1,2, or 4. 
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